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Variables in Phonological Rules
• Halle (1962) first proposed that assimilation and dissimilation patterns could be described using 
explicit, algebraic variables. 

This provided these kinds of patterns with simpler representations, which is useful since they’re 
typologically common.

For example, if a language has voicing assimilation, this could be represented with the rule:

[-Syllabic] → [αVoice] /_[αVoice]

…where [α] stands for either [+] or [-] and has the same value in both feature bundles. 

n analysis of the same pattern that was variable free would require two rules:

[-Syllabic] → [+Voice] /_[+Voice]

[-Syllabic] → [-Voice] /_[-Voice]
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Variables in Phonological Constraints
• Constraint-based theories can also use variables in their representations. A constraint like 
*[αVoice][-αVoice] could enforce the same kind of assimilation pattern as Halle’s rules.

However, recent proposals for phonotactic learning have lacked variables (e.g. Hayes and Wilson 
2008; Pater and Moreton 2014). These models require two constraints to represent the same 
assimilatory process:
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Apparent Evidence for Variables
• A considerable amount of work has argued against variable-free approaches to phonology 
(e.g. Moreton 2012; Gallagher 2013; Berent 2013).
• Whether variables are necessary for any domain of cognition is an active debate in the cognitive 

science literature (Marcus 2001; Endress et al. 2007; Gervain and Werker 2013; Alhama and Zuidema
2018).

Gallagher (2013) presented two phenomena as evidence for variables:
Identity Bias: identity-based patterns are easier to learn than arbitrary ones

Identity Generalization: people generalize identity-based patterns in a way that would be predicted by 
theories that make use of explicit variables

However, in this talk I’ll show results from a model with no explicit variables that manages to 
capture these two phenomena.

To do this I’ll use a novel mechanism, called Probabilistic Feature Attention, that assumes structured 
ambiguity occurs throughout the learning process.
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• Identity Generalization: people generalize identity-based patterns in a way that would be predicted by 
theories that make use of explicit variables (see Berent et al. 2012, Linzen & Gallagher 2017, and Tang & 
Baer-Henney 2019 for similar results)

• While humans demonstrated both of these behaviors in artificial language learning 
experiments, a variable-free phonotactic learner (Hayes and Wilson 2008) was unable to capture 
either phenomenon.
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Variable-Free Phonotactic Models
• The Hayes and Wilson (2008) phonotactic model learns a probability distribution over all possible 
words in a language after being trained on that language’s lexicon.

It represents this probability distribution using a set of weighted constraints like 
*[+voice] or *[-tense][+word_boundary].

The model’s probability estimate for a word is proportional to the weighted sum of that word’s constraint 
violations:

𝑝 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 =
𝑒𝐻𝑖

σ 𝑒
𝐻𝑗

where          𝐻𝑖 = σ𝑐 ∈𝐶𝑤𝑐𝑣𝑐,𝑖

The results in this talk are from a different, but similar phonotactic model: GMECCS (“Gradual 
Maximum Entropy with a Conjunctive Constraint Schema”; Pater & Moreton, 2014; Moreton et al. 
2017).

The main difference between the two models is that while Hayes and Wilson’s (2008) learner induces its 
constraint set, GMECCS begins learning with a constraint set that includes every possible conjunction of the 
relevant phonological features.

This means that GMECCS’s learning process only consists of finding the optimal set of weights for those 
constraints.
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Probabilistic Feature 
Attention
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Feature Attention
• In cognitive science and machine learning the 
word “attention” can mean a lot of different 
things.

I’m going to be using it in the same sense as 
Nosofsky (1986), who used “attention” to describe 
how much a model uses each dimension of a 
feature space.

For example, when learning a visual pattern using 
shapes of different colors and sizes… 

One might attend to the features [shape], [size], and 
[color] equally (as in A)…

…or with a disproportionate amount of attention given 
to [color] (as in B).
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Probabilistic Feature Attention
• Probabilistic Feature Attention (PFA) is a novel mechanism (inspired by Dropout; Srivastava et al. 
2014) that randomly distributes attention across different features over the course of learning. 

PFA has three main assumptions:

The probability that any given feature is attended to at a given point in learning is a 
hyperparameter set by the analyst.
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isn’t attending to every feature that might distinguish different data.

3) In the face of ambiguity, the grammar errs on the side of assigning 
constraint violations. 
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Learning with PFA
• While PFA could be combined with various learning algorithms and theoretical frameworks, 
here I pair it with GMECCS (Pater and Moreton 2014; Moreton et al. 2017) and Stochastic 
Gradient Descent with batch sizes of 1 (all results also hold for batch gradient descent).

The learning update for weights in gradient descent is proportional to the difference between 
the observed violations of a constraint in the training data and the number of violations for that 
constraints that the model expects to find in the training data, based on its current weights:

PFA introduces ambiguity into the calculation of the model’s expected probabilities as well as 𝒗𝒊
at each weight update. 

This added ambiguity means that the weight updates will not always move the model toward a 
more optimal solution in learning.
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Ambiguous Constraint Violations
• For example, let’s consider a simplified scenario where words are only one segment long, and 
there are only four possible segments and two phonological features: [Voice] and [Continuant]. 

When all features are attended to, we get unique violation profiles for every possible segment…

…but if we only attend to [voice], [t]/[s] and [d]/[z] are ambiguous.

And since the grammar errs on the side of assigning constraint violations when faced with 
ambiguity, each pair of ambiguous segments will have the same violation profile.

41
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And since the grammar errs on the side of assigning constraint violations when faced with 
ambiguity, each pair of ambiguous segments will have the same violation profile.
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Ambiguous Constraint Violations
• For example, let’s consider a simplified scenario where words are only one segment long, and 
there are only four possible segments and two phonological features: [Voice] and [Continuant]. 

• When all features are attended to, we get unique violation profiles for every possible segment…

• …but if we only attend to [voice], [t]/[s] and [d]/[z] are ambiguous.

• And since the grammar errs on the side of assigning constraint violations when faced with 
ambiguity, each ambiguous datum has a violation profile that’s the union of the segments it’s 
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An Example with PFA
• Let’s say our model is acquiring a language in which only the 
words [s] and [z] are grammatical.

In a model without PFA, every learning update will add more weight 
to constraints like *[-Continuant] and less weight to constraints like 
*[+Continuant]. 

However, if PFA is being used, any iteration in which 
[Continuant] is not attended to will be uninformative for the 
model…

…since attested and unattested sounds will both either be 
[+Voice, ?continuant] or [-Voice, ?Continuant]. 

Iterations that do attend to [Continuant] will be the only ones in 
which the model is able to learn anything. 

In more complex languages, this structured ambiguity can push 
the model in unexpected directions, causing it to behave 
differently than models without PFA.
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Modeling Identity Bias
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Simulation Set-Up
• To see if PFA allows a model to capture Identity Bias, I simulated Gallagher’s (2013) first experiment:

The experiment had two language conditions, both of which taught participants a restriction that didn’t allow 
most [+Voice][+Voice] sequences to surface.

She found that when exceptions to this restriction were identity-based, the pattern was learned more quickly 
than when the exceptions were arbitrary.

Training data for the simulations was identical to the experiment, except all vowels were removed and 
no information about UR’s was given to the model (exceptions to the restriction are in maroon):

Ident Language: [bb], [dp], [gp], [dd], [dk], [bt], [gg], [gt], and [bk].

Arbitrary Language: [bd], [dg], [gb], [bp], [bk], [dp], [dt], [gk], and [gt].

GMECCS was given a constraint set that represented every possible conjunction of the features 
[±Voice], [±Labial], and [±Dorsal] for ngrams of length 1 and 2.

E.g. *[+Voice], *[+Voice, -Labial][-Voice, +Labial], *[+Voice, +Labial, -Dorsal], etc…

A model with Identity Bias should learn the Ident Language more quickly than the arbitrary one.
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Results (without PFA)
• First, a version of GMECCS with no PFA was trained separately on these two languages for 200 
epochs each, with a learning rate of 0.05.
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Results (with PFA)
• Then GMECCS was run with PFA, with the same hyperparameters and training data as before, 
but with only a .25 probability of attending to each feature in any given iteration.
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Why does PFA capture Identity Bias?
• The Identity Language is easier for the learner because attested words in that language are 
more likely to become ambiguous with one another in ways that aid the acquisition of the 
overall pattern. 

For example, [bb] and [dd] are ambiguous with one another at any point in learning where 
[Labial] is not being attended to. 

This means that any time the model sees either of these data points and isn’t paying attention to their 
labiality, it will move twice as many constraint weights in the correct direction…

Since it will be correctly updating the weights of constraints that [bb] violates and constraints that [dd] 
violates.

The Arbitrary Lang’s attested words do not have this kind of systematic similarity across data, so 
the random ambiguity just creates noise in the learning process, making it more difficult to 
acquire than its counterpart.
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Modeling Identity 
Generalization
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Simulation Set-Up
• To test whether humans demonstrated Identity Generalization, Gallagher’s (2013) second 
experiment again trained participants on a voicing restriction with identity-based exceptions.

However, in this experiment a single pair of identical consonants was withheld from training (e.g. [gg])

In testing, participants were more likely to treat this withheld word as an exception than non-identical 
words that also violated the restriction (e.g. [dg])

The simulation for the Gallagher’s (2013) second experiment used the same training data as the 
Ident Language from before, except with the relevant items withheld: 
[bb], [dp], [gp], [dd], [bt], [gt], and [bk].

And at the end of training, the model was asked to estimate probabilities for the crucial test 
items: [gg] and [dg].

A model exhibiting Identity Generalization should assign more probability to [gg] than to [dg] at 
the end of training, even though both occur with a probability of 0 in the training data.
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Results (without PFA)
• First, the standard version of GMECCS was trained on the Ident Language for 200 epochs, with a 
learning rate of 0.05, and tested on the words [gg] and [dg].
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Results (with PFA)
• Then GMECCS was run with PFA, with the same hyperparameters and training data as before, 
but with only a .25 probability of attending to each feature in any given iteration.
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Why does PFA capture Identity 
Generalization?
• This was a result of the fact that, over the course of learning, [dg] is more likely to become 
ambiguous with other unattested words than [gg] is (because there are more 
[-Dorsal][+Dorsal] unattested words). 

All Unattested Words, by [Dorsal] Values

Since there are more [-dorsal][+dorsal] words with a probability of 0 than their [+dorsal][+dorsal] 
counterparts, [dg] is more likely to become ambiguous with other zero-probability words in the 
training data.
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Discussion
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Future Work
• One major way to continue the work on PFA is to start applying it to real language data.
• Berent et al. (2012) showed that variables can capture Identity Generalization demonstrated by native 

Hebrew speakers.

Predictions about what kinds of mistakes infants make while acquiring language could also be used as a 
way to distinguish between the predictions made by PFA and those made by variables.

For example, Gervain and Werker (2013) showed that newborns and older infants do demonstrate 
differences in their ability to perform Identity Generalization (also, see Marcus et al. 1999).

Are there other acquisition-based studies meant to explore the predictions of variables?

Are there other phenomena that might be captured using PFA?
It’s hard to predict what ways PFA will affect a MaxEnt model’s learning.

If you’re interested in applying PFA to any of the phenomena you’re interested in, you can find the 
software I used at https://github.com/blprickett/Feature-Attention
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Conclusions
• Here I’ve shown that two phenomena typically attributed to variables can be captured by a 
variable-free MaxEnt model equipped with PFA.

In other work that we don’t have time to go into, I’ve found that PFA can model two other 
phenomena in phonotactic learning:

Intradimensional Bias, which Moreton (2012) observed in phonotactic learning and attributed to 
variables.

Similarity-based Generalization, which Cristia et al. (2013) demonstrated in a phonotactic learning 
experiment and which variables cannot capture.

Unlike variables, PFA provides a unified account for all of these different phenomena, by 
assuming structured ambiguity throughout the learning process.
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• In other work that we don’t have time to go into, I’ve found that PFA can model two other 
phenomena in phonotactic learning:
• Intradimensional Bias, which Moreton (2012) observed in phonotactic learning and attributed to 

variables.

• Similarity-based Generalization, which Cristia et al. (2013) demonstrated in a phonotactic learning 
experiment and which variables cannot capture.

• Unlike variables, PFA provides a unified account for all of these different phenomena, by 
assuming structured ambiguity throughout the learning process.
• This suggests that PFA could be a useful alternative to variables in theories of phonotactic learning.
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Gallagher (2013): Experiment 1 Design
• This experiment was aimed at discovering whether identity-based patterns were easier to learn 
than more arbitrary ones (i.e. Identity Bias).

Examples from Arbitrary Lang Examples from Identity Lang

Participants were trained on these mappings and then tested on novel mappings that involved 
the same crucial consonantal pairs. 
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Gallagher (2013): Experiment 1 Results
• The results for this experiment 
demonstrated that participants learned the 
Identity Language better than the Arbitrary 
Language.

This suggests that an Identity Bias was 
affecting their learning.

Gallagher (2013) showed that the Hayes and 
Wilson (2008) learner could not model this 
bias unless variables were added.

This is because variables cause the 
identity-based pattern to be structurally simpler 
than the arbitrary language.

Without variables, the two patterns require the 
same number of constraints to represent.
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Gallagher (2013): Experiment 2 Design
• This experiment tested whether participants generalized identity-based patterns to novel 
segments (i.e. Identity Generalization). 

To test this, the Identity Language from Experiment 1 was altered so that a single pair of identical 
consonants was withheld from training.

Participants were then tested on this pair, as well as another pair that was not identical. 

If participants learned the identity pattern in a generalizable way, the devoicing process should 
be applied to the non-identical novel pair but not the identical one.
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Gallagher (2013): Experiment 2 Results
• The results showed that participants were more 
likely to devoice non-identical withheld 
consonant pairs than their counterparts.

This suggests that they were properly 
generalizing the identity-based pattern of 
exceptionality in the language.

The Hayes and Wilson (2008) model cannot 
capture this kind of generalization because it 
doesn’t have any way of representing similarity 
across segments.

i.e. there’s no way for the model to represent that 
[gagu], [babu], and [dadu] all have something in 
common with variable-free constraints, so no extra 
probability will be given to the withheld word.
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Results (with PFA, only exceptions)
• This effect is exaggerated even more when GMECCS is trained to just differentiate the 
exceptions to the devoicing pattern from all other words.
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Results (with PFA, only exceptions)
• Again, the effect is even more apparent when GMECCS is trained to just pick out the exceptions 
to the devoicing pattern.
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Similarity-Based Generalization 
(Cristia et al. 2013)

Humans Without PFA With PFA
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Intradimensional Bias (Moreton 2012)
Without PFA With PFA
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